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In 2011 we turned a number of corners and ended up oriented to achieve important goals. A crucial
development was the signing of the new Funding Deed with the City of Port Phillip that provides
authority, support and context for us to continue working on the behalf of council to run the program
of the Gasworks Arts Park and participate in its development as a facility.
Wide ranging discussions in this connection covered aspects of the city’s expectations and preferred
modes of relating: not least of these was the cost of operating the park’s program in a manner which
fulfils professional expectations and occupational health and safety concerns for public, staff and
hirers alike.
The city significantly increased the annual base of funding and added dedicated funds that enable us
to update seriously aging equipment and extend our program with children and the aged. The new
agreement, and its financial underpinnings, gives us the strength and confidence to move forward
into a further five years of planning and development and we are very grateful for the confidence
showed in us, as we are, on a more personal level, to councillors who showed themselves willing to
listen extensively to our case. Refreshed and strengthened by this process, our director and staff
moved to extend and enliven the programming of events in the park and further develop our
distinguished niche markets with children and the aged.
There was enrichment of the range and quality of our tenants on the park with the opening of a
jewellery and painting studio in the old Watchman’s Cottage (more recently an access photographic
studio) and extensive negotiations to find a new tenant for the Gatehouse. After a consideration of a
number of highly qualified applicants, each of whom would have bought new elements to the mix on
the park, we were fortunate to attract Hub productions who, with their focus on cinematography and
film editing bring a new dimension to the art forms practiced on the park and open up new
connections and collaborations.
Much work has been done to upgrade the physical infrastructure of the park and, while more remains
to be done, the park and its facilities now present a clearer and more welcoming face to the public as
well as being better equipped for users. Connected with this has been the extension and strengthening
of our marketing which has enhanced the profile of the park. Work has also been done to restructure
staff so to cope more seamlessly with the ever increasing number of people using facilities and
program.
All this has been achieved by our Director, Tamara Jungwirth, and dedicated staff, some of whom
have been with us for years, and whose loyalty and hard work is invaluable to us: others have
arrived more recently bringing fresh perspectives, backgrounds and expertise. The work of all is
appreciated.
James McCaughey
Chair

FINANCIAL YEAR 2011
TREASURER’S REPORT
The financial situation at Gasworks Arts Inc. by the end of 2011 was a significant improvement on
2010. The new Funding Agreement negotiated with the City of Port Phillip in mid-2011 provided a
much-needed injection of funds and enabled Gasworks Arts Inc. to continue operating. It alleviated
some of the pressure on management and the Board in their attempts to achieve a successful and
financially secure organisation.
In essence, the Funding Agreement secured a proportion of Gasworks’ annual operations, including
salaries and programming for kids and seniors. As well, it enabled the repayment of debts and
provided management with the means to commence addressing the ageing infrastructure throughout
the organisation, which ranged from theatre equipment to office computers. Thus, for example, in
2011 the income from hirers of Gasworks’ facilities increased, thanks in part to the improved
technical equipment offered. And there was the side benefit of the reduction in time by in-house staff
repairing outdated and potentially unsafe equipment. This improvement process will gather pace in
2012.
Reference was made in the 2010 Treasurer’s Report to various financial management systems that
were being introduced. The benefits of these systems were evident in 2011. For example, the
introduction of the MYOB software has proved itself during 2011, facilitating transparency and
efficiency in the accounting system. The continuing monitoring of debtors has seen a substantial
decrease in the percentage of outstanding bad debts, and the consequent increase in income. The
2011 figures show bad and doubtful debts to stand at $829 as opposed to $16 150 in 2010.
The profit figure, it should be noted, is inflated. Equipment purchases to the amount of
$92 000 made in late 2011 were transferred to the balance sheet for depreciation at the end of the
year, thus increasing the reported profit by that amount. As well, reserves totalling
$77 000 were established for the purposes of equipment replacement, OH&S and staff development,
and entrepreneurial programming.
It is pleasing to be able to report the stronger financial position of Gasworks Arts Inc. in 2011. This
can be directly attributed to the City of Port Phillip, who provided the stabilisation for Gasworks’
funding base, and to the dedicated and enthusiastic CEO/Director and the staff, who have risen to the
challenge of guiding Gasworks Arts Inc. through the processes necessary for the organisational and
operational changes required.

Fran Church
Treasurer
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2011 saw significant upgrades and streamlining of activities taking place relating to programming,
equipment, business systems, customer service, ticketing, marketing and public presentation. The
year began with a bang with a huge screening on a huge outdoor screen of the Oscar winning Social
Network, went on to a multi-week sold out season of Grease 2: The Musical, for the kids a series of
sold out shows of The Gruffalo, then sped into summer with a hugely popular outdoor performance
by Deborah Conway, and then the more contemplative but still joyous Ron Arnott Retrospective
throughout our galleries.
These highlights serve to demonstrate success across multiple art forms and venues across the
precinct.
Programming
In 2011 we established a programming architecture which positioned consistent and ongoing strands
that address particular audience groups while creating efficiencies on marketing spend. This
programming architecture allowed flexibility within each strand to take advantage of shows that
were available and negotiated with both long and short lead times. While the Midsumma, Comedy
and Fringe Festivals had been part of the Gasworks Arts Park mix for some time, other strands were
new and efforts were made to increase the quality of the children’s theatre presented.
A summary of programs is as follows:
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐
-‐

School Holiday Workshops (every school holiday period, 4 times a year)
Children’s Theatre (every school holiday period, 4 times a year)
Midsumma Festival (January, February)
Gasworks Morning Music (3 concert subscription seasons twice a year)
Gasworks Backyard Cinema (February, March, April)
Melbourne International Comedy Festival (April)
Melbourne Fringe Festival (September)
Music in the Park (October, November)

Our community classes took place across the precinct during school terms. These encompassed yoga,
life drawing, botanical illustration, dancing, music, exercise for older adults and meditation among
many other subjects. Across our community classes and children’s workshops, approximately 1,000
creative workshops were held in 2011.
A Gathering Place
The precinct was a popular gathering place for the community, with many activities engaging
regularly with local residents. The Gasworks Farmers Market went from strength to strength, with up
to 2,000 visitors attending each market. The cafe was an important social hub, even though the level
of service waned across the year as the owner reprioritized his business interests. Walking, cycling,
and personal training groups met at the cafe or the park almost every day.

Navigation of the precinct was hindered by dilapidated outdoor signage, and by poor lighting of
pathways which is problematic in Winter. A comprehensive replacement package was designed in
collaboration with the City of Port Phillip’s Open Spaces department, which is to be installed in
2012. The park lighting has proved difficult for council to address as an above-ground power supply
is required.
Participation
Our marketing program worked with vigour to encourage active use of the precinct and to encourage
visitation. With a new graphic designer appointed, our printed collateral achieved new highs in visual
presentation. We were active in social media outlets and increased our social media usage across all
platforms. Our online marketing efforts were also streamlined with a redesign of our monthly e-news
and E-Flyer templates. We built databases across all areas and commenced long term audience
development strategies for the kids and seniors markets. We utilized promotional partnerships with
Yarra Trams, Melbourne Weekly and JOY FM. Our new publicist made inroads into Melbourne’s
daily papers and forged strong relationships with local print, online and radio media. Late in the year
the complete replacement and redesign of our website was a crowning achievement for our
marketing team and received wide praise from our peers, constituents, suppliers and visitors. A
review of Gasworks corporate publications was also undertaken in the second half of the year,
resulting in the redesign of the Gasworks Events Guide to a streamlined format with enhanced
distribution.
As a result of this marketing and communications program, we attracted over 130,000 people to the
precinct in 2011.

Partnership and engagement
We provided venues and services for and with a wide variety of artists and organisations; some we
took a financial stake with, some we hired the venue to, some came to us for rehearsals, and some
put on private conferences or events.
Show producers included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Pops Choir
Christine Dunstan Productions
Dance Arts United
Essential Theatre
Indonesian Australian Association
King David School
Melbourne Playback Theatre
St Michaels Grammar
The Red Box
The Space Dance and Arts Centre
TV Live on Stage
Women’s Circus

Rehearsal and audition producers included:
•
•
•
•

Hit Productions
Playing with Snails
The Malthouse Theatre
Manilla Street Productions

Industry events were held with:
•
•
•
•
•

Australian Performing Arts Centres Association
Camp Australia
Deakin University
Leadership in Action
Regional Arts Victoria

Artists
Our visual arts program incorporated a continuous exhibition program in our galleries, which boasted
significant sales volume for those who we exhibited. Our resident visual artists contributed to the life
and vitality of the park through participating in a shared contribution program (30 hours per year),
and also by welcoming tour groups, opening their studios on Farmers Market days, and exhibiting on
site.
Mid-year our new jewellery studio, the Watchman’s Cabin, opened its doors, with Janet MarnellBrown offering ready-to-wear pieces and also a personalised custom made jewellery service. The
work itself is enticing and original, and the location of the studio on the edge of the cafe courtyard
could not be better in order to attract attention from park visitors.
The following artists left the park in 2011:
•
•
•
•

Julie Squires – Sculpture Studio
Michael Sibel – Sculpture Studio
Kay Goldfinch – Ceramics Studio
Lisa Roet – Visual Arts

Through drawing from our waiting lists and inviting formal interviews and submission of portfolios,
they were replaced by new resident artists:
•
•
•
•

Ben Gilbert - Sculpture Studio
Benjamin Storch – Sculpture Studio
Kellie Barnes – Ceramics Studio
Gary Willis – Visual Arts Studio

Two memorable exhibitions graced the last part of the year, with Books Illustrated partnering with us
to produce the Man Dog Boat children’s art show, which was held in the Gatehouse and opened by
Mayor Rachel Powning. This exhibition featured mixed media images by mainly primary aged

children of our famous Man Dog Boat Sculpture at the corner of Graham Street and Pickles Street.
The other notable exhibition was the Ron Arnott Retrospective, which brought local art and history
together in a way that ignited much interest, strenghtened local community bonds and precipitated
significant visitation throughout the exhibition period.
The Park
In 2011 we extended the activation of the park which had been successfully employed through our
Farmers Market, and pursued new art-based initiatives designed to enhance the use of the park as a
community backyard. The first initiative was Gasworks Backyard Cinema, a summer outdoor cinema
program which included Oscar and AFI nominated titles on screen every Saturday night. This
program was produced in partnership with Blowup Cinema. Winter is more difficult to program due
to the weather, however dog training classes continued all year. In Spring our new Music in the Park
took free music to the community, and was met with hundreds of people enjoying laid back sounds
on a Sunday afternoon while picnicking on the grass. The performance of Deborah Conway and her
family was particularly well received.
Late in the year the Channel Nine program The Block held a sculpture contest at the park, and this
episode will go to air in 2012 along with an exhibition of the sculpture that was created.
Key Performance Indicators
Attendance based on ticketed events: 13,747
Attendance based on head-count (non-ticketed events): 119,971
Number of performing arts performances: 161
Number of visual arts exhibitions: 33
Number of private functions: 112
Number of artists or arts related tenants: 16
Number of web visits: 71,549
Number of program participants in older persons and children's programs: 23,602
Site and System Upgrades
Many of our internal business systems had almost stopped working by the end of 2010 and much
equipment was in dire need of renewal. With the assistance from the City of Port Phillip we invested
in a new server, new desktop computers, and a new phone system that afforded us with voicemail
and on hold messages, and multiple lines on which to receive incoming calls. This enabled us to
process many more ticket buyers by phone, as well as to process and direct customer inquiries in a
helpful, friendly and efficient way. We also commenced the year by migrating our accounting files
to MYOB software, which was a great success.
During the year we also refurbished our internal toilets, installed foyer drapes and signage, and
replaced chairs in our foyer and our studio theatre. We refurbished our reception and boardroom,

which garnered the appreciation of all our clients, partners and visitors. With the support of the City
of Port Phillip we were able to renovate our Gatehouse building, which included the installation of
air conditioning. This was greatly helpful towards our efforts to secure a long term tenant of the
building.
Thanks
I thank all my staff team for their effort, insight, energy and enthusiasm. It is a pleasure to work with
each of them. Thanks also to the board for their involvement and particularly the Chair of the Board,
James McCaughey, for his ongoing advice and support.
	
  

Tamara Jungwirth
Director & Chief Executive Officer
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